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ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE DETERMINED FROM SATELLITE DATA*

Keith Shelburne Knight and James R. Scoggins
Department of Meteorology, Texas A&M University

1. INTRODUCTION

The availability of atmospheric soundings using measurements

made from a satellite Platform represents a recent development in

making meteorological observations. This new form of data could

potentially allow substantial improvement in our knowledge of the

structure and state of the atmosohere because: 1) satellite sound-

ings can be made on a global scale with more uniformity and better

resolution than with balloon launches from the present rawinsonde

network: 2) all measurements would be made by the same instrument so

that any errors resultina from the variability between rawinsonde

instruments would be eliminated; and 3) the satellite measures the

entire vertical extent of the sounding at one time so that errors

resulting from downstream drift and subsequent deviation of the

balloon from a vertical path would be eliminated.

Since the satellite measurements do not represent point values

as do rawinsonde measurements, studies must be done to determine the

applications and suitability of satellite sounding data in meteorology.

In this research, Nimbus-6 satellite data are used to perform analyses

of several geographic regions, and these analyses are compared to

rawinsonde analyses for the same areas. In this way, the capabilities

and limitations of satellite data can be determined. Emphasis is

placed on vertical profiles of quantitative differences between

satellite and rawinsonde values for the several geographic regions,

b and explanations for differences between the regions are presented in

terms of the differing synoptic conditions present. The ability of

the satellite to detect and depict atmospheric structural features is

evaluated on the basis of the differences between rawinsonde and

satellite constant-oressure charts and cross sections.

* Research supported by U. S. Army Research Office, Research Triangle

Park, North Carolina., under Grant DAAG 29-76-G-0078 to the Department
of Meteorology, Texas A&M University.
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2. BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

a. Statement of problem

The introduction and implementation of the technology for taking

atmospheric soundings from a satellite platform has created a new type

of meteorological data and raised some questions as to the usefulness

and capabilities of the new data. Until the middle 1970's there was

a deficiency in our knowledge of the specific capabilities of satellite

soundings in the detection of structural features of the atmosphere.

Several studies of satellite soundings have been done during recent

years for specific geographical areas, but no studies have been done

concerning broad-scale evaluation of the quality of satellite sound-

ings over several geographic regions and in areas of differing

synoptic conditions.

In this study, satellite sounding data have been chosen for anal-

ysis for a wide swath between the equator and the north pole at a

time when varied synoptic conditions in that swath were present.

These conditions enable an evaluation of the capabilities of satellite

data in terms of atmospheric structural features, ground conditions,

moisture content, and weather.

b. Previous studies

A method for deriving quantitative profiles of temperature and

water vapor content is given by Smith et al. (1972). The first in-

vestigations into the quality of these quantitative satellite data

emphasized the similarity of patterns between profiles of satellite

and radiosonde measurements (Wark and Hilleary, 1969; Hanel and

Conrath, 1969). Temperature and humidity profiles showed the same

general features in satellite data--Nimobus-3 at that time--as in

rawinsonde data. In an early experiment, measurements of the lower

troposphere were made from a satellite sensor flown in an airplane

(Rosenkranz et al., 1972). These measurements were checked against

direct measurements made by flying the airplane through the layers in

question shortly after the satellite observations were made. Results

!-
,..-...--
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indicated that layer thicknesses for the 1000-500- and 500-250-mb

layers could be computed to within 15 m of the directly-measured

value, and that water content could be measured only to within a large

experimental error. Other similar experiments have been done using

ground-based sensors (Snider, 1972).

Staelin, Barrett, and Waters (1973) found temperature differences

between satellite and radiosonde profiles ranging between 1 and 4 K over

an altitude range of 1 to 20 km, with the largest discrepancies found

at the tropopause and near the surface. The region of relatively large

differences near the tropopause is a recurring phenomenon and is usually

attributed to vertical smoothing in the satellite data. Layer-mean

temperature differences between satellite and radiosonde data for 13

pressure levels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100,

70, 50, and 30 mb) were found by Waters et al. (1975) to be 2.1 K in

December and 1.6 K in June. This was done with Nimbus-5 data.

A study by Smith (1969) indicated that satellite data could

theoretically show agreement with radiosonde geopotential height fields

on constant-pressure surfaces, although with somewhat weaker gradients.

Studies of cross sections differ as to approach and results. Shen et al.

(1974) compared rawinsonde and satellite cross sections of temperature 4

and geostrophic wind over tne Air Mass Transformation Experiment

(AMTEX) area over the East China Sea near Okinawa, and found good

agreement in both parameters between cross sections of the two types of

data. They compared 1200 GMT radiosonde data with Nimbus-5 satellite

data taken at approximately 1530 GMT, but did not present cross sections

of quantitative differences.

Kapela and Horn (1975) compared isentropic cross sections from

1200 GMT radiosonde data with those from Nimbus-5 Infrared Temperature

Profile Radiometer (ITPR) and Nimbus-E Microwave Spectrometer (NEMS)

soundings, and found agreement with regard to patterns of isolines, but

considerably less detail in the satellite cross section than in the

radiosonde cross section. The same was true in cross sections of

geostrophic and gradient wind.

Arnold et al. (1976) compared cross sections of rawinsonde and

Nimbus-5 Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) and ITPR

- ~ .. . -
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temperatures and derived winds, and again agreement was found as to

general patterns but significant differences in cross sections of

derived wind were present due to differences in horizontal temperature

gradients obtained from the two types of data. Quantitative differences

were presented in cross-section form in this study, with largest values

located near the tropopause and in local areas near the surface. In

one case a secondary jet maximum was found in a satellite-derived

cross section of wind where none existed in the rawinsonde data. A

similar discreoancy appeared in the study by Shen et al. (1974), but in

that case the additional jet maximum was verified by cloud Photographs.

Horn et al. (1976) compared cross sections of Nimbus-5 temperatures and

derived winds from 1700 GMT satellite data with 1200 and 0000 GMT

radiosonde data to determine whether the satellite patterns were con-

sistent with the changing synoptic situation at the time of the

observations. They found the satellite patterns to be consistent, but

again with loss of detail.

In summary, the satellite cross sections obtained and analyzed in

these studies showed similarity to radiosonde data, but with less detail

and with local areas of differences significant enough to cause

fairly large errors in fields of derived variables.

Since spatial separation between satellite and rawinsonde sounding

points could account for much of the difference found between the two

types of soundings, a study was done on the horizontal variability of

temperature to determine the extent of the spatial origin of differences

(Bruce et al., 1977). These results indicated that 1 K of difference

could be attributed to spatial searation effects due to the fact that

the rawinsonde measured a point value and the satellite measured an

area average. If separation approaches 200 km, the difference

expected could be up to 2 K. This could account for a significant

portion of the difference found in some of the above studies.

C. Objectives

The primary objective of this research is the determination of how

well quantitative satellite data can be used to interpret the synoptic

structure of the atmosphere. This evaluation is made over a wide range
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of synoptic and surface conditions by comparing the satellite data with

rawinsonde data in several geographic regions. Atmspheric parameters

including ambient and dew-point temperature, potential and equivalent

potential temperature, geopotential height, and geostrophic wind are

examined.

.1
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3. DATA UTILIZED

a. Satellite data

Satellite data used in this study were obtained from the National

Environmental Satellite Service (NESS). These data consist of tempera-

ture and dew-point temperature at 21 pre-selected pressure levels from

1000 to 100 mb (1000, 950, 920, 850, 780, 700, 670, 620, 570, 500,

475, 430, 400, 350, 300, 250, 200, 150, 135, 115, and 100 mb), along

with an approximate surface elevation, the latitude and longitude of

the sounding point, and the date and time of the sounding. The same

pressure levels are used in all regions, since these levels are derived

from the characteristics of the weighting function for each wavelength

band sensed by the satellite radiometers. A temperature is determined

from the energy emitted in each wavelength band, and applied to a

particular level in the atmosphere depending on the characteristics

of the weighting ftuction for that wavelength band. The temperature

so obtained, although applied at a single pressure level, actually

represents energy emitted from all levels in the atmosphere, so that

vertical smoothing is present in the soundings.

The horizontal spacing of satellite soundings is approximately

the same as that for rawinsonde stations over the continental United

States, and this spacing remains nearly constant for all locations

including oceanic and mountainous areas.

An important characteristic of these satellite soundings is that

they do not include surface parameters. A surface brightness tempera-

ture is given, but it represents the radiative temperature of the

L urface itself, rather than the shelter air temperature (Arnold et al.,

1976). Values of surface pressure are not included. Thus,for the

purposes of calculating geopotential height, surface parameters cther

than elevation must be obtained from some other source.

*In order to obtain the surface parameters for the satellite

sounding points, surface hourly data were obtained from the Texas A&M

University archives of National Weather Service teletype and facsimile

data. and from the National Climatic Center. Surface values of

temperdture, dew-point temperature, and altimeter setting were plotted

" -- I ... ." -4
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and analyzed for the time closest to that of the satellite pass for

the region under consideration. Interpolation was done as needed to

arrive at the best estimate of the surface conditions for that time.

The three parameters were then spatially interpolated to obtain values

at the satellite sounding points. This yields surface values of

temperature and dew-point temperature, but does not give values of

surface pressure, which must be derived from the interpolated altimeter

settings.

In conventional surface observations, station pressures are con-

verted to altimeter settings by applying a standard atmosphere

correction according to:

ALT = P + AP

where ALT is the altimeter setting, P is the station pressure, and

AP is pressure thickness in the standard atmosphere between station

and standard sea level pressure which is 1013.25 mb. This value is

used so that calculations of altimeter setting will be uniform for

all stations, and therefore is not intended to represent actual

sea level pressure.

For calculation of AP in the standard atmosphere, hydrostatic

equilibrium is assumed, so that

dP = _9P
dZ RT

With lapse rate B, and a surface temperature of To, the relation

between pressure and elevation is found by substituting the expression

for temperature into the hydrostatic relation and integrating.

This gives

Pi = Po( - )

where Z (in meters) is the elevation of the satellite sounding point,

i.e., the height above the standard sea level where temperature and

pressure are To and PO, respectively.

- "..
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Since P1 is the pressure at satellite surface points in the

standard atmosphere, and 0 is the standard atmosphere lapse rate

(6.5 K/kin), we have

Pi = 1013.25(1 0.0065 Z)
5 2 6

288

where AP can now be defined as

0.00,65 Z 5.26AP = P0 - P1 = 1013.25(1 - (1 - 288 )

P is unknown so we convert the spatially estimated altimeter settings

of the satellite points to station pressure by

P = ALT - AP

where the values of P are the values of surface pressures at the

satellite points.

This station pressure, the surface temperature, and dew point

from interpolated hourly observations, and the surface elevation

which was supplied with each satellite sounding, complete the set of

surface parameters needed for tie satellite sounding data.

b. Rawinsonde data

Rawinsonde data for this study were obtained in part from the
Texas A&M University meteorological archives of National Weather

Service teletype and facsimile data, and in part from the National

Climatic Center. Quantities used include the temperature and dew-

point temperature at mandatory and significant levels and geopotential

height and wind direction and speed at mandatory levels. In rawinsonde

soundings, surface parameters, including elevation, are given as the

first significant level, so that independent height calculations do

not require any additional data.

all
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4. AREAS SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS AND SYNOPTIC CONDITIONS

The areas chosen for analysis in this study were selected on the

basis of synoptic conditions and data availability. Since the satel-

lite scans a wide path between the equator and the pole, a day was

desired on which a variety of synoptic conditions occurred in a single

satellite swath, and August 25, 1975 was selected. On that day, there

was a fairly strong low-pressure region centered over the western

border of Hudson Bay associated with an upper-level trough which ex-

tended into the central portion of the United States. A cold front

extended from the low-pressure center at the surface southward through

the extreme east end of Lake Superior, then along the western coast

of Lake Michigan, throuqh eastern Iowa, eastern Kansas, and the

Texas Panhandle. A warm front extended from a short occlusion into

southeastern Canada and the northeastern part of the United States.

There was a high-pressure area over the southeastern Uniced States and

western Atlantic Ocean that dominated the flow in the Southern States

and in the Gulf of Mexico, where there was some convective activity

off the coast of Mexico but little other significant weather. Hori-

zontal gradients of atmospheric parameters in this area were small.

From the satellite swath on this day were chosen three of the

four regions analyzed in this study. Synoptic charts for the three

regions for the surface as well as the 700-, 500-, and 200-mb levels

are shown in Figs. 1 through 3. Also shown in these figures are the

locations of the satellite and rawinsonde soundings, and the locations

of the grid points and cross section for each region. Fig. 1 shows

the first region, designated the Caribbean, and Figs. 2 and 3 show

the central United States region and the Canada region, respectively.

These figures illustrate the low-pressure center in Canada, con-

nected to the front which extends through the central United States,

and the region of anticyclonic flow in the Gulf of Mexico.

The fourth region considered in this study, illustrated in

Fig. 4, was an area of the western United States including the Rocky

Mountains on September 3, 1975. At this time, approximately a week

'" " %
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later, there was again a frontal situation over the central United

States, but the satellite swath being examined was over the western

portions of the country. Here, as in the Caribbean region, there

was little significant weather with only isolated thunderstorms in

Arizona and New Mexico.

These four regions contain: 1) a frontal situation between polar

and tropical air masses over the central United States where rawin-

sonde spacing is optimum; 2) a region just north of the United States

in Canada containing a low-pressure center and an upper-level trough;

3) a region of weak anticyclonic flow and moist tropical and sub-

tropical air in the Gulf of Mexico; and 4) a region of the western

United States where elevation varies considerably and the atmosphere

is fairly uniform. A combination of these four regions should yield

a reasonable evaluation of the capabilities of satellite data for

sensing synoptic features and structures of the atmosphere.

t.

o--
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5. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

a. Construction of gridded constant-pressure charts

There are two basic characteristics of the Nimbus-6 satellite

soundings over the western hemisphere that must be considered when

making comparisons between the satellite data and rawinsonde data.

These characteristics are that the satellite soundings 1) are not

taken at the same time as rawinsonde soundings, and 2) are not located

at the same points on the surface as rawinsonde soundings.

One method of dealing with the first problem ir, to compare

qualitatively the satellite data with each of the two adjacent

rawinsonde sounding times, thereby taking i.tc account the movement

of systems, diurnal effects, and other chanyes that may have occurred

between the times of the rawinsonde soundings. This approach was

used by Horn, Peterson, and Whittaker (1976), among others. A

second method is to make quantitative comparisons of the satellite

data with both rawinsonde sounding times, and to present both sets

of differences (Peterson and Horn, 1977). The method chosen in this

study was to analyze each rawinsonde time individually, and to approxi-

mate the conditions at the intermediate satellite time through linear

interpolation in time. These time-interpolated rawinsonde data

were then used in the comparisons with satellite data, and gave

better results than those obtained from comparisons of the satellite

data with either rawinsonde time alone.

For the second problem, there are two approaches possible in

the analysis of satellite and rawinsonde data when individual sound-

ings of the two types are at noncoincident points. One approach is

to pair the rawinsonde sounding stations with the nearest satellite

sounding points, and to compare the pairs of soundings as if they had
been at the same geographical location. The other approach is to

use rawinsonde and satellite sounding data at their original loca-

tions, with a gridding procedure to place the two types of data onto

a grid. The latter procedure was used in this study. The gridding

process removes some of the spatial differences between satellite

and rawinsonde soundings, and the use of appropriate grid spacing
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and analysis parareters (see below) results in an analysis similar

to that which would be achieved through hand analysis techniques.

For each of the four geographic regions considered in this

study, a square grid of 18 x 18 points with a spacing of 158 km was

established. The analysis technique presented by Barnes (1964) was

used with four iterations and a scan radius determined by the approxi-

mate average station spacing. This technique utilizes a Fourier

representation of the function to be gridded, and the scanning

radius determines the maximum distance at which a grid-point value

can be influenced by an actual data point. In order to smooth

spurious high-frequency amplification, a Shumin smoothing procedure

was applied to each gridded field (Shuman, 1957). Parameters of

each grid are shown in Table 1 along with the time of the satellite

pass for each legion.

Table 1. Grid parameters for the four regions analyzed in this study.

Region Left. Top Scanning Radius, Number Time of
Long. Lat. grid spaces of Scans Sat. Pass

RW SAT

Caribbean 100 0W 350N 3 or 5* 3 4 1710 GMT

Central U.S. 105OW 50ON 3 3 4 1720 GMT

Western U.S. 125cW 50ON 3 3 4 0730 GMT

Canada 120OW 68ON 4 3 4 1730 GMT

*see text

)

b The fairly even spacing of the satellite sounding points allowed

the use of a uniform scan radius of three grid distances for satellite

data in all regions. With rawinsonde data, however, availability and

consistency varied considerably from region to region. Rawinsonde

sounding points were most dense over the United States in the central

and western regions. Canadian rawinsonde soundings were somewhat

more sparsely spaced, and rawinsonde soundings in the southern por-

tion of the Gulf of Mexico (Caribbean region) were very sparse.

I

I-
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Areas where stations are sparse or where there are stations with miss-

ing data at crucial locations can be gridded only through the use

of an increased scan radius. Thus the United States regions had

scan radii of three grid distances; the Caribbean region had a scan

radius of three grid distances near the United States coast and five

grid distances in the southernmost two-thirds of the region; and

Canada had a scan radius of four grid distances. These differences

between gridding procedures for the different regions, if taken into

account, do not invalidate a comparison between regions, and reflect only

the variation in sDacing and consistency of rawinsonde soundings.

After the grid was established, all of the oasic variables from

the surface to 100 mb were placed on the grid for the particular
region involved. Data sets were created with gridded surface fields

of elevation, pressure, temperature, and dew-point temperature, and

fields of temperature and dew-point temperature at each of the 21

pressure levels above the surface. This was done for both rawinsonde

and satellite data. An auxiliary data set was created for rawinsonde-

observed geopotential height, and observed u- and v-component wind

data at the ten mandatory levels.

Since the rawinsonde data are available at 1200 and 0000 GMT

only, the gridding procedure was applied to rawinsonde data at each

time, and a linear time interpolation was applied to obtain the

rawinsonde data at the intermediate time of the satellite pass. Use

of this time-interpolation technique gives better results than those

obtained from a comparison of the satellite data to either rawinsonde

time by itself.

b. Variables considered and computational proceduresb

This study includes basic variables which are those supplied as
I'

part of the original data in rawinsonde or satellite soundings and

derived variables which are those calculated from basic variables.

Basic variables wece listed in the previous section. Ten of the 21

pressure levels in the satellite data coincide with the ten mandatory

levels from 1000 to 100 mb in rawinsonde data (1000, 850, 700, 500, 400,

300, 250, 200, 150, and 100 mb), while the remaining levels do

21

" ,, JL--I I I 11. . ... II I
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not necessarily coincide with rawinsonde significant-level data

points. For purposes of comparison, therefore, rawinsonde tempera-

ture and dew-point temperature were obtained at the 11 non-coincident

pressure levels by linear interpolation on a skew T/log P diagram.

With the additioi of the surface values for satellite soundings, com-

parable data sets for the two types of data were obtained.
Derived variables fall into three groups, the first being those

that are related to temperature. The lapse rate of temperature was

computed by using centered finite differences where the value at a

given pressure level was determined by the values of temperature and

geopotential height at the adjacent pressure levels above and below.

Thus, the degree of smoothing is not constant with height, but

satellite values can legitimately be compared with rawinsonde values

since both are calculated over the same pressure layers. The rawin-

sonde calculations use rawinsonde-measured temperatures and calculated

geopotential heights, while the satellite calculations use satellite-

measured temperatures and computed geopotential heights based on the

measured temperatures. In this way the rawinsonde and satellite

computations are independent. The horizontal gradient of temperature

is computed using a centered finite difference to approximate the

x- and y-direction derivatives of temperature, and the end result is

the magnitude of the horizontal temperature gradient and is independent

of the orientation of any cross section. Potential temperature is

computed using Poisson's equation.

The second group consists of those derived variables related to

moisture. In this group are equivalent potential temperature, mixing

ratio, and stability. Equivalent potential temperature was derived

with the Rossby formula for pseudo-equivalent potential temperature,

i.e.,

Lw
0 =0 ec( Te d p sc

where L is the latent heat of condensation, w is the mixing ratio,

c is the specific heat at constant pressure, and T is the tempera-p sc
ture at saturation. The pseudo-potential temperature 0 do is given by

1*
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R
0 = T(iQ0 ),p0

d p -e

where T is the temperature, R is the gas constant for dry air, P is

the pressure, and e is the water vapor pressure.

The third group of derived variables contains geopotential height

and winds. The former was calculated at grid points by using virtual

temperature, and integrated from the surface upward. The mean vir-

tual temperature for a layer was defined as the arithmetic average

of the values at the top and bottom of the layer. This method was

found to yield values of geopotential height that were superior to

those from other averaging methods in terms of root-mean-square dif-

ferences between observed rawinsonde heights and computed satellite

heights. Other methods of averaging that were investigated included

several types of logarithmic averages. For the satellite computa-

tions, the surface temperature, dew point, and pressure were obtained

from hourly synoptic data as described above.

Geopotential heights also were calculated from the 21 levels of

interpolated rawinsonde temperature data. This wias done to obtain

an estimate of the error to be expected in height calculations re-

sulting from the use of predetermined pressure levels rather than the

set of significant levels which is used to compute the observed

heights, and which changes from sounding to sounding.

c. Construction of cross sections

Computer programs were written to plot data on cross sections con-
taining arbitrary numbers of soundings at arbitrary horizontal spacings,

and at either the ten mandatory levels or the 21 pressure levels

supplied in the satellite data. The computer-plotted data were then

analyzed by hand. Two types of cross sections were constructed, viz.,

from sounding data at the locations of the sounding points and from

gridded data.

There are several advantages to having both types of cross sec-

tions. Gridded sections take into account the variation perpendicular

to the plane of the section, since the gridding procedure takes into

i "
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account variations in two dimensions on constant-pressure surfaces.

The gridded sections also allow for the plotting of more soundings

per cross section since grid points are generally closer together

than sounding stations. Station-to-station sections allow examina-

tion of the data in cross-section form before smoothing or gridding

takes place, and provide a check against the gridded data for

consistency.

For placement of cross sections in each region, the locations

of data points and synoptic features had to be taken into account.

Cross sections perpendicular to fronts are desirable but not always

possible due to the locations of the sounding points.

k

$4
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6. RESULTS

The results of this study are presented in three parts. The first

involves quantitative differences--expressed as satellite values

minus rawinsonde values--which were computed for several variables by

using grid-point data on constant-pressure surfaces (850, 700, 500,

400, 300, 250, 200, 150, and 100 mb). The average and standard devia-

tion of these differences were calculated at each pressure level and

plotted as continuous profiles for each of the four regions. These

profiles comprise the first section of the results.

The average difference at any 1ressure level represents a bias

in the satellite data relative to rawinsonde data. If the profiles

of these biases are consistent between regions, then their effect

would be easily removed from future processing of satellite data by

applying a correction which may be pressure-dependent.

The standard deviation of differences represents the variation

of the magnitudes of a set of differences for a surface. In cases

where the average is near zero, the standard deviation may be taken

to represent an approximation to the RMS difference between the two

types of data. Large variation of the magnitude of the differences

represented by high values of standard deviation imply that comparison

of satellite and rawinsonde values for that variable and pressure

level yields poor results. While even large average differences

may be removed by a fairly simple procedure, non-zero standard

deviations are not easily removed and usually are interpreted as

errors in the data.

The grid points over which the average and standard deviation

were computed were chosen for the relevant portion of each region on

the basis of the spacing of the original data points and the locations

of missing data from either source. The relevant portion of a region

V includes that part which contains the unique features of the region,

and which does not overlap any other region. The vertical difference

profiles should, therefore, be representative of the region involved

with its particular surface and atmospheric conditions.

4 . . .. .. .... . .. . . ... .. .. ...
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Following the vertical difference profiles are analyses of

constant-pressure charts and cross sections for the four regions. most

of these were taken from gridded data, and represent the horizontal and

vertical variations of atmospheric parameters as depicted by satel-

lite and rawinsonde data, as well as variations of quantitative dif-

ferences between the two types of data.

Within each of these parts, results are presented for:

1) temperature-related variables; 2) moisture-related variables; and

3) geopotential height and wind. For each variable, results are pre-

sented for representative regions and discrepancies between regions

are pointed out with some possible explanations.

a. Vertical difference profiles

1. Temperature-related variables

Temperature is probably the most basic of all meteorological

parameters. Profiles of the average difference and the standard

deviation of the differences between rawinsonde and satellite tem-

perature values are shown in Fig. 5 for the four regions.

The magnitudes of the average and standard deviation of the

differences are fairly small in the Caribbean region, but are larger

with more vertical variation in the central and western United States

regions. Average values in Canada are less than 0.75 C except near

the tropopause (250 mb), and magnitudes of the standard deviation are

intermediate between those of the Caribbean region and those of the

United States regions. The explanation for the changes in profile

) shape and magnitude from region to region lies in the differing

synoptic conditions present. The flat thermal field in the Caribbean,

associated with the weak anticyclonic circulation and high tropopause,

creates optimum conditions for accuracy in the satellite sounding

data. This is because smoothing present in satellite soundings has

little effect on the final values obtained due to the uniform vertical
Svariation and small horizontal gradients in that region. The remain-

ing regions, particularly the central United States and Canada,

contain more temperature variation so that smoothing in satellite

.4;,.,
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Fig. 5. Profiles of the average difference and standard deviation of

the differences between satellite and rawinsonde temperatures

(satellite values minus rawinsonde values) for four regions.
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data results in higher difference magnitudes and less vertical

consistency in the difference profiles.

Average differences in all regions tend to be largest near the

tropopause which is near 100 mb in the Caribbean, near 150 to 200 mb

in both of the United States regions, and near 250 mb in Canada. The

small average differences (less than 0.4 C) below the tropopause

which extend to the surface in Canada are probably characteristic of

the satellite soundings in the polar air mass occupying most of that

region.

Profiles of the average and standard deviation of the differences

for lapse rate of temperature for the four regions are shown in

Fig. 6. These show that through the lower levels of the troposphere,

up to near 400 mb, the standard deviations of the differences are

less than or equal to approximately 0.50 C km - . Average differences

in those layers are also less than 0.50 C km- , and are smallest

(near zero) in the Canada and Caribbean regions. Due to the vertical

smoothing in the satellite soundings, the change of vertical lapse

rate of temperature in satellite data associated with the tropopause

occurs over a deeper layer than the corresponding change in rawinsonde

data, so that the satellite data indicate a decrease which begins at

a lower level than that in rawinsonde data. Therefore, differences

tend to be negative (satellite values too low) below the tropopause

in each region, while approaching zero and perhaps changing sign

above the tropopause as the rawinsonde lapse rate decreases to

approach the already-reduced satellite lapse rate. This effect is

particularly evident in Canada, where the sign of the average dif-

ference changes at 250 mb, the approximate level of the tropopause

in the polar air mass. The Caribbean profile shows the beginning

Qf a similar pattern at 200 and 150 rob, but the high altitude of

the tropopause puts the sign change (if present) above the 150-mb

level where it cannot be seen in the figure.

The average difference curve for the central United States shows

large negative values at the 200-mb level, which is below the tropo-

pause in the tropical air south of the front in that region. The

effect is not demonstrated well in the western United States due to
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the presence of multiple tropopause layers in the air mass over

that region.

The horizontal gradient of temperature as used here is the mag-

nitude of the horizontal gradient vector, and is therefore not related

to the direction or orientation of any cross section. Vertical dif-

ference profiles for the four regions for this variable are shown in

Fig. 7.
-1l

Average differences are small, less than 2C (1000 km) in all
-i

regions, while standard deviations are near 1.7*C (1000 km) in the

Caribbean and are larger in the United States regions and the Canada

region where values reach 5*C (1000 km) This is in direct associa

tion with the magnitudes of the horizontal temperature gradients in

these regions. The Caribbean region contains only small gradient

values, thus allowing the differences there to be small; the polar

front in Canada and the central United States causes gradients and

differences to be somewhat larger. The similarity in shape and mag-

nitude of the curves in the western United States to those for the

central United States will be explained later in connection with the

constant-pressure charts and cross sections for those regions. Aver-

age differences show that the satellite values are too small in

Canada, too large in the Caribbean, and vary in the United States

regions from too small near the surface to too large through the

middle and upper troposphere.

Differences of profile shape and magnitude between regions have

been related in this section to differences in atmospheric conditions.

There are other differences from one region to another, however, that

are not directly related to the atmosphere such as the magnitude and

variation of the surface elevation. The Gulf of Mexico/Caribbean

region is composed primarily of ocean surface so that the surface

elevation is fairly uniform through most of the region. The central

United States and Canada regions contain only a moderate amount of

elevation variation.

Examination of the difference profiles for the temperature-

related variables just discussed indicates that the standard devia-

tions in the lower levels show the same change of magnitude from

j -- --
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one region to another as the variation of the surface elevation.

In other words, the lowest standard deviations (Caribbean) are associ-

ated with the lowest variation of the surface elevation, while the

highest standard deviations (western United States) are associated

with the largest variation of the surface elevation. This relation-

ship can be observed in some of the variables discussed in the next

section. The extent and cause of this seeming correspondence requires

further study.

2. Moisture-related variables

Vertical difference profiles for dew-point temperature are shown

in Fig. 8 for the four regions. The standard deviation of the dif-

ferences in the central United States and Canada regions averages

approximately 50C in the lower troposphere where moisture is measured,

while values of near 3.5°C and 7.5'C are typical for the Caribbean

and western United States, respectively. Differences in the western

United States are somewhat larger than those in the other three

regions with values increasing above 400 mb to near 100C. In all

regions except Canada, the satellite indicates too much moisture

relative to the rawinsonde with positive average differences at most

levels. In Canada, however, where the fairly dry polar air is the

main constituent, the satellite indicates too little moisture through

most of the lower troposphere, which is probah'4, another characteris-

tic of the satellite soundings in that air masL. The large differences

in the Caribbean at 500 mb will be discussed later.

Vertical difference profiles of mixing ratio are presented in

Fig. 9. Noteworthy is the similarity of these curves to those of

dew point, and the consistency of the curves of standard deviation

for mixing ratio in all regions. Values of the standard deviation

1ldecrease from near 2 g kg- at 850 mb to very small magnitudes aloft

where there is little moisture. The Caribbean profile shows that too

little moisture is indicated by the satellite in the levels below

500 mb, and too much above 500 mb, which is a manifestation of the

vertical smoothing present in the satellite data. Average differences

for the central and western United States regions are quite similar
7
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-1
with values near 1 g kg at 850 mb that decrease to near zero aloft;

in Canada the satellite again is indicating too little moisture

through most of the lower troposphere.

3. Geopotential height and wind

Vertical profiles of geopotential height for the four regions

are shown in Fig. 10, where the solid lines represent average and

standard deviations of differences between satellite and observed

rawinsonde values. In this case, the observed rawinsonde geopotential

height is that calculated by the National Weather Service from

significant-level temperature and dew-point data obtained from rawin-

sonde soundings and supplied at mandatory levels in teletype data.

Dashed lines in the vertical profiles represent the difference in

terms of average and standard deviation between the same observed

heights and those which were re-computed from interpolated rawinsonde

temperatures at the 21 pressure levels given in the satellite data.

These curves represent the discrepancy which can be expected in

satellite data resulting from the use of a constant set of 21 pressure

levels for height calculations rather than the significant levels.

The real difference between the capabilities of satellite and

rawinsonde to measure temperature as represented by geopotential

height differences is, therefore, the difference between the solid

and dashed curves. The difference between actual observations and

the satellite is represented by the solid curves themselves.

Any difference between the satellite-computed geopotential height

and the observed geopotential height can be attributed to: 1) tempera-

ture differences in the values of layer-mean virtual temperature;

2) surface elevation differences; and 3) surface pressure differences.

The virtual temperature in a layer can be affected by errors in

either the temperature or the dew-point temperature, so that large

errors in dew point combined with small errors in temperature could

yield appreciable height differences. The surface elevation was

given with the satellite soundings, and represents a terrain height

from a smoothed map for the satellite sounding point; the surface

pressure was that obtained for the satellite sounding point from the

/.I
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surface hourly data. Either or both of these surface parameters

could differ from those for rawinsonde stations where the surface

elevation is nearly an exact value that is not taken from a smoothed

terrain elevation map, and the surface pressure is that which was

time-interpolated from 1200 and 0000 GMT data. Differences at the

surface, however, account only for a constant difference throughout

the troposphere, so that any changes in difference profiles occurring

above 850 mb (the lowest level at which height differences were com-

puted) are due to differences in temperature. The average difference

between geopotential heights should, therefore, correspond with the

vertical integral of the average temperature difference for the same

region.

In general, the difference between satellite and rawinsonde

geopotential heights is significantly greater than that between the

observed and computed rawinsonde values. The latter tend to remain

fairly constant throughout the troposphere while the former tend to

increase toward the tropopause and decrease slightly above that

level. Standard deviations tend to be smallest near the middle of

the troposphere over all regions, and highest at the levels near the

tropopause. This is reasonable, since these features are also

characteristic of the temperature profiles.

The Caribbean region exhibits the smallest differences between

satellite and rawinsonde values, with standard deviations increasing

from near 8 m at 850 mb to 16 m at 100 mb. Standard deviation values

in the other regions range from 12 to 56 m in the central United

States, from 18 to 50 m in the western United States, and from 28 to

33 m in Canada where values of near 60 m are reached at 250 mb.
Average differences are lower than standard deviations in all but the

Caribbean region. A correction to remove the average difference

(or bias) would improve the accuracy of the satellite geopotential

heights in the Caribbean, but such a correction would not be helpful

in any of the other regions, where standard deviations are signifi-

cantly larger than average differences. The latter are, in fact, near

zero through much of the troposphere in all but the western United

States region.
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In the Caribbean region, the differences between satellite and

rawinsonde heights are not indicative of differences in temperature mea-

surement up to approximately 300 mb, since the errors in rawinsonde com-

putations based on temperatures at the satellite pressure levels are of

nearly the same magnitude as the satellite differences. In the central

United States, however, the standard deviation of the differences between

satellite and rawinsonde data becomes significantly greater with altitude

than the error in the rawinsonde data resulting from the use of the sat-

ellite pressure levels, so that much of the difference in the former can

be attributed to differences in temperature measurement. In Canada, al-

though the curves of satellite minus rawinsonde geopotential heights are

10 to 20 m greater in absolute magnitude than those for rawinsonde errors,

no significant differences in temperature measurement are represented

since the pairs of curves are parallel throughout the troposphere. Most

of the difference is present at 850 mb and can be attributed to

differences in surface variables.

There are four types of wind fields examined in this study. The

first is the observed wind which is that wind derived from tracking the

rawinsonde balloon as it ascends through the atmosphere. This will be

referred to as the "real" wind. The other three types are geostrophic

winds, which were calculated from 1) the observed geopotential height

field given with rawinsonde data at mandatory levels--the "actual" geo-

strophic wind; 2) the re-computed rawinsonde geopotential heights based

on the 21 levels of interpolated temperatures--the "rawinsonde" geo-

strophic wind; and 3) the 21 levels of satellite temperature values--the

"satellite" geostrophic wind. The geostrophic approximation is only

fair in estimating the real wind in areas where there is large curvature

of the geopotential height field or where other types of significant

accelerations are present. In these situations, a comparison of

satellite-derived geostrophic wind with observed wind would not be a

true indicator of the satellite sensing capabilities. Therefore,

vertical difference profiles of geostrophic wind are presented based on

differences between satellite geostrophic wind and actual geostrophic

wind. Profiles are presented for four variables; namely, the u-com-

ponent, v-component, scalar wind speed, and wind direction.

iI  . . ..... .. ..... ....

.... ... ... ..... .. .. .. i I I I I t jI
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Vertical difference profiles for the u-component of the geo-

strophic wind are presented in Fig. 11. These show that the average

difference in the u-component in all regions is fairly small, being

1-4 m s- I throughout the troposphere. The standard deviation of the
-i

differences is somewhat larger, ranging from 4 m s at 850 mb to near
-i

15 m s at 100 mb. There are slightly larger values in Canada at

250 mb.

Profiles of the v-component difference shown in Fig. 12 indicate

that average differences are small, negative in the lower layers,
-i

and increase in absolute value to near -7 m s at 100 mb. The excep-

tion to this is the western United States region, where differences

are of the opposite sign but the same magnitude. Plots of scalar wind

speed in the four regions, shown in Fig. 13, indicate that small aver-

age differences occur in the lower layers, with values near 5-7 m s
-1

at the top of the troposphere. Standard deviations of differences

tend to increase with altitude, with values between 5 and 
15 m s

Differences near the tropopause tend to be larger than those elsewhere

in all four regions.

With the exception of the Caribbean region, the standard deviation

of direction difference (Fig. 14) tends to average approximately 450,

and peak near the tropopause. The Caribbean region is quite different

from the other regions due to the small wind speeds in that region

that are associated with small magnitudes of height gradient.

Estimates of geostrophic wind from satellite temperatures via

computed geopoteritial heights show similar magnitudes of differences

in all four regions. This is significant especially in view of the

fact that the magnitudes of the wind speed vary from fairly low values

(10 m s- 1 ) in the Caribbean region to quite high values (50 m s- 1 ) in

the upper-level flow over Canada. Differences in geopotential height

change from region to region and are not related to those of geo-

strophic wind, which are fairly constant between regions. This implies

S that the accuracy of height gradients computed from satellite tempera-

tures is independent of the accuracy of the height values themselves.

, --~ ~ .. . -
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4. Results from previous investigations

Other investigators have obtained similar profiles for differences

between satellite and radiosonde data. Smith and Woolf (1974) used

Nimbus-5 temperature soundings for comparison with radiosonde soundings

along a line extending from approximately 60'S to 60'N near longitude

150'E. Since tnese data were put into cross-section form, other

variables were computed and compared including horizontal gradient

of tenperature, geopotential heignt, and geoscrophic wind. Waters

ec al. (1975) compared Nimbus-5 (Nimbus-E) Microwave Spectrometer

sourdings with radiosonde soundings at several locations, and obtained

profiles of the iKS temperature deviation. The results of these

studies are presented in Fig. 15, along with representative (central

United States) profiles from the present study. A comparison of the

previous results with results from this study indicates tnat the

Nimbus-6 satellite data are slightly better than the Nimbus-5 data.

This difference, however, depends on the synoptic conditions in the

area of comparison.

b. Constant-pressure charts

1. Temperature-related variables

Fields of temperature at 850 and 500 rb for the Caribbean region

are presented in Fig. 16. These show that the satellite temperature

has very nearly the same magnitude as the rawinsonde temperature at

both levels, with differences of approximately IC over most of the

region. At 850 mb, the satellite values are slightly lower than the

rawinsonde values, and there is only a vague agreement between the

two patterns. At 500 mb, the satellite temperatures are slightly

higher than rawinsonde temperatures, and both types of data show a

weak thermal trough extending from the northwest in a southward

direction toward the middle of the region. The temperature differences

at the 850- and 500-mb levels should cause satellite lapse rates in

the 850-500-mb layer to be too small, which corresponds to the value

indicated at 700 mb in the difference profile of lapse rate (Fig. 6a).

This value was computed from temperatures at 850 and 500 mb. There

2
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is no obvious correspondence between the difference patterns and

synoptic or cloud-related features.

Fields of temperature at the same two pressure levels for data

in the central United States region are presented in Fig. 17. There

is a surface front across the northwest portion of the region (see

Fig. 2) that corresponds to the higher-than-average temperature

gradient which is apparent in both types of data in that part of the

region. Rawinsonde temperatures range from near 160C just south of

the front to near 80 C north of the front, while satellite temperatures

range from near 160C south of the front to near 6C north of the

front. This set of charts shows that, while temperature differences

are largest just south of the front over Missouri at 850 mb (near

4*C), a reasonable correspondence exists between satellite and

rawinsonde temperature data. The sign o" the difference seems to be

related to the location of the front, since positive differences

are to the north and negative differences to the south of the front.

This is in accordance with the horizontal smoothing in the satellite

data, whereby each satellite datum represents an areal as well as a

vertical average. In this region there seems to be a relation be-

tween negative temperature differences at 500 nib and clouds: the

area centered over Iowa and the area of extreme northern Minnesota

show negative differences, and there is medium-to-high cloudiness

over those areas in the satellite picture. This correspondence is

not evident in any of the other regions.

Temperature fields on constart-pressure surfaces for the western

United States (Fig. 18) for the 850-mb level show a fairly strong

temperature gradient from the middle of the region toward the north-
b

west in the rawinsonde data, with warm pockets of 22°C and 24°C near

the center of the region. The satellite data show a thermal trough

oriented from northwest to southeast, with temperature gradients that

are smaller in magnitude than those in the rawinsonde data. Dif-

ferences are maximum (near 100C) at the center of the satellite

temperature trough, which is located to the south of the much

straighter isotherms comprising the area of maximum gradient in the

/i
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rawinsonde data. Many of the mountains in this region reach above

the 850-mb level, so that these large differences are probably

associated with the gridding routine rather than with actual measure-

ments.

The rawinsonde data also show a region of stronger thermal

gradient at 500 mb in the northwest portion of the region, along

with indications of a thermal trough through the middle of the region.

Satellite data show this thermal trough to be fairly similar with

gradients that are similar to those in rawinsonde data. Differences

are small, with values of 2'C or less, and are positive in the

southern part of the region.

Temperature charts at 850 and 500 mb for Canada are shown in

Fig. 19. At 850 mb there is a region of strong packing of isotherms

along the eastern boundary of the region associated with the surface

front that is located just to the east (see Fig. 3). Gradient values

west of the front are small except for a second area of isotherm

packing toward the northwest. In the satellite data there is an

indication of a cold trough behind the front that is also present

in the rawinsonde data. Areas of largest difference in the chart of

differences are near the northern edge of the region, where the

satellite values are too low (negative differences).

At 500 mb there is a considerably weaker gradient behind the

front than was present at 850 mb, particularly in rawinsonde data.

Patterns indicated in satellite data are quite similar to those in

rawinsonde data, and differences are fairly small throughout (less

than 20C).

In summary, the measurements of temperature obtained from

satellite-observed radiances are accurate enough to depict fronts on

constant-pressure charts, although the contrast in satellite tempera-

tures across the front is less strong than that in rawinsonde tempera-

tures. Satellite measurements tend to be somewhat smaller than

rawinsonde measurements near the surface, and somewhat larger than

rawinsonde measurements through the middle troposphere. These

differences are not large enough to obliterate the temperature

patterns on constant-pressure surfaces.

4 .
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2. moisture-related variables

The rawinsonde chart of dew-point temperature at 850 mb for the

Caribbean region (Fig. 20) shows generally higher values toward the

east, with dew points of near 15°C. These are associated with tempera-

tures (see Fig. 16a) of near 180C. The location of the area of highest

dew point corresponds to that of a circular region of cloudiness in

the 1630 GMT satellite picture. Both types of data indicate a

general increase in dew point toward the east with smaller gradients

in satellite data than in rawinsonde data. Satellite dew points

are larger than rawinsonde dew points (positive differences) in a

band extending from Texas to Central America, and smaller than

rawinsonde dew points toward the northeast. Magnitudes of differences

are generally less thaan 50 C.

Dew points for rawinsonde and for satellite data for the

Caribbean region at 700 mb are aljo shown in Fig. 20. At this level,

there is a dry area at the northern edge of the region over the

United States with dew points of near -100 C. The air near the

Mexican coast is shown to be fairly moist (values near 50C), and a

relative moisture minimum is indicated in the southeast corner of

the region. The satellite data also show this relative minimum as

well as the moisture increase to the west where values of 2.50C and

50 C occur near the coasts of Mexico and Central America, respectively.

The relative minimum over the United States and the relative maximum

between Florida and the Yucatan peninsula are not indicated in the

satellite data, thereby causing these to be areas of maximum dif-

ference at this level.

The chart of dew-point temperature at 500 mb for the Gulf of

Mexico region is shown in vig. 21. There is a region of dry air

(-400 C dew point) located southwest of the Florida peninsula in theHrawinsonde data, with highest values over the Texas coast and Mexico.
in the satellite data, the region of moisture minimum is not present,

although there is a general trend toward higher moisture content toward

the western boundary of the region. Satellite dew points are quite

/
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smoothed and generally too high relative to rawinsonde values at this F
level. Large differences are indicated southwest of Florida with smal-

ler differences (less than 10'C) elsewhere. The area southwest of Flor-

ida, where the rawinsonde indicates very dry conditions and the satel-

lite does not, causes the vertical profile of average differences for

dew point in this region (Fig. 8a) to show maximum values at this level.

A chart showing the dew-point temperature over the central United

States at 850 mb is shown in Fig. 22. This shows the contrast in

moisture across the front in this region with typical values of

100C to 150C south of the front, and values of 0°C or less north of

the front. The satellite data are consistent with the rawinsonde

data in terms of the general pattern, with indications of moist air

south of the front and dry air north of the front (values of 10-12°C

and 4-60 C, respectively). The gradients in dew point in the satellite

data at this level are not sufficient to provide a precise indication

of the frontal position. On the ither hand, the front can be located

fairly easily in the rawinsonde data since the gradient is quite

strong in a band from Michigan to Colorado. Differences (Fig. 22c)

are generally between 0°C and 50C, although values of 100 C occur just

behind the front. As with temperature, the front marks a line

separating positive differences to the north from negative differences

to the south.

The dew-point temperature map for rawinsonde data at 500 mb in

the central United States region, also presented in Fig. 22, shows

many areas of strong gradient of moisture content which are not

present in the satellite data. Maximum differences are located

parallel to and just south of the front with values reaching 10°C.

These differences do not correspond with cloudiness.

For the western United States region, dew-point temperature

k4 charts for the 850- and 700-mb levels are shown in Fig. 23. There

is a region of strong gradient at 850 mb along a line from Nebraska

to Arizona, with more moisture indicated to the south and less moisture

indicated to the north. Satellite dew-point temperatures are some-

what higher than those in rawinsonde data, but a similar though

/1i
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somewhat smoothed line of higher gradient is present. This line is

characteristic of a front, and while no front is depicted on the

National Weather Service charts for this region, there seem to be

indications of the presence of one. The altitude of the mountains

affects the gridding of the data at this level.

There are similar lines of strong gradient at 700 mb in both the

rawinsonde and satellite data, but the satellite pattern is considerably

smoothed compared to the rawinsonde pattern. Differences (Fig. 23f)

are generally positive and exhibit almost a random pattern.

The dew-point chart for 500 mb (Fig. 24) shows a band of moisture

maxima through the middle of the region. Values to the northwest

are lower (less moisture) than those to the southeast. In the

satellite data, although the gradient is smaller, the "frontal

band" is also well indicated. Differences are positive over the

major portion of the region and show only a vague alignment with

the "front."

The presence of front-like bands of concentrated gradient in

the rawinsoide and satellite data for this region offers an explana-

tion for the similarity experienced in most variables between the

vertical difference profiles for the western and central United States

regions. If both contain contrasts between similar air masses,

then the difference patterns and magnitudes for the two regions

would be expected to be similar.

The dew-point temperature charts for Canada are shown in

Fig. 25 for the 850- and 700-mb levels. The dew-point patterns in

the rawinsonde data at these levels do not seem to correspond well with

the front that is located along the eastern edge of the region

b (see Fig. 3). This is due in part to the close proximity of the front

to the edge of the region. Differences at 700 mb (Fig. 25f) are

negative through most of the region, and at 850 mb (Fig. 25c) are

positive in the center of the region and large and negative in the

southwest corner. The signs of the average differences at these

levels (see Fig. 8) are opposite to those in the United States regions

due to the different moisture content that is characteristic

of the polar air mass.
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3. Geopotential height and wind

In this study, fields of geostrophic wind were derived from both

the rawinsonde and the satellite geopotential heights. These winds

are shown in the form of wind barbs plotted on charts with geopotential

height contours for each region. Also shown are wind barbs for the

observed wind, plotted at the same points as the geostrophic wind.

This provides a comparison of the differences between the observed

and geostrophic wind fields in each region.

The geopotential height and wind fields at 500 mb for the

Caribbean region are shown in Fig. 26. The main feature is the small

magnitude of the height gradient associated with the fairly weak

anticyclonic flow over the whole region. The 500-mb satellite-derived

height field shows the same low gradient values and nearly the same

values of geopotential height, with a pattern that is similar to

that in rawinsonde data. Differences are small with the maximum

difference being no larger than 20 m. The geostrophic wind fields

do not agree well with the observed wind field in either cawinsonde

or satellite data. The scalar wind speeds are close to those for

the observed wind, but the directions are quite different at many

points. For small values of wind speed, small changes in height

gradient will cause large changes in the direction of the geostrophic

wind, so that large diffeiences in tb.e wind direction w y be expected

in a situation of weak flow such as this. This effec: was also

seen in the vertical difference profiles for wind direction dis-

cussed in the previous section. The observed wind depicts the anti-

cyclonic flow around the high-pressure center in the western Atlantic.

The 500-mb geopotential height and associated wind fields for the

central United States region are shown in Fig. 27. Rawinsonde data

in this region show the southern portions of the cyclonic system

from which the front extends, while the satellite data show a pattern

that is similar but somewhat less organized. Difference magnitudes

are somewhat larger than those in the Caribbean. The

4-
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front generally divides negative height differences to the south

from positive height differences to the north, corresponding to the

relationship of the temperature differences to the front (Fig. 17).

The observed wind field shows the cyclonic flow through most of the

region, along with the anticyclonic flow in the southeast corner

that is associated with the high-pressure cell in the Atlantic that

is influencing the atmosphere over the Gulf of Mexico and the south-

east United States. The rawinsonde and satellite geostrophic wind

fields show reasonable similarity in both speed and direction.

The geopotential height and wind fields for the western United

States are shown in Fig. 28. There is an area of slightly stronger-

than-average height gradient in both types of data along the northern

edge of the region, with smaller gradient values elsewhere. The

satellite and rawinsonde patterns are similar, but differences be-

come fairly large (80 m) at the western edge of the region. Elsewhere,

differences are generally less than 20 m and the average difference

is approximately 26 m. In this region also, the geostrophic wind

represents a good approximation to the observed wind.

In Canada, the fields of geopotential height and wind at 500 mb

(Fig. 29) show that the satellite and rawinsonde geopotential height

fields are somewhat different. The low-pressure trough in the

rawinsonde data is located over the north-central portion of the

region, while in the satellite data the same trough is located more

to the southeast. Differences exceed 40 m in places, and one of the

areas of largest difference is associated with the displacement of

the low-pressure trough in the satellite data. The geostrophic wind

b fields from satellite and rawinsonde heights are fairly similar,

except in the area to the west of the satellite pressure trough.

On these synoptic-scale constant-pressure charts, the geostrophic

wind fields from the rawinsonde and satellite data agree fairly

closely, and each deviates from the observed wind to approximately

the same extent.

4. Results from previous investigations

In a recent study (Peterson and Horn, 1977), the 500-mb geopoten-

tial height and geostrophic wind fields from rawinsonde and Nimbus-6

o" . .
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satellite data were computed and compared. The data were taken over

the eastern and central parts of the United States, and a procedure

similar to the one used in this study was used, in that the data were

gridded and comparisons were based on grid-point values. The time

is approximately 1 week earlier than that selected for the present

study, so that results should be fairly similar. Table 2 shows

results for the Peterson and Horn study in the upper three rows, and

Table 2. Comparison of results for 500-mb geopotential height between
Peterson and Horn (1977) and the present study.

Nimbus-6 Nimbus-6 Nimbus-6
minus RAOB minus RAOB minus RAOB

(12 GMT) (00 GMT) (avg)

avg std. dev. avg std. dev. avg std. dev.

Peterson 8/18/75 -2.8* 24.5 -11.9 22.4 -

and Horn 8/19/75 -2.1 26.3 -14.0 28.0 -

(1977) 8/20/75 8.8 24.8 -15.2 30.1 -

Caribbean . .- -1 10

This Central U.S. - .- 2 18

study Western U.S. - .- 28 26

Canada . .- -4 24

*Units are m.

for the present study in the lower four rows. Since comparisons

were made with each rawinsonde time individually in the former and

with time-averaged rawinsonde data in the latter, the results can be

compared only on a qualitative basis. There is little difference

between values of standard deviation of differences, with both studies

showing values of near 25 m. Table 3 shows a similar comparison for

geostrophic scalar wind speed, where the values from Peterson and

Horn are somewhat lower than those for this study. This may be

due to slight differences in the analysis procedures. Both studies

seem to indicate that the satellite is capable of producing wind
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fields that are fairly reasonable in terms of comparisons with

rawinsonde fields.

Table 3. Comparison of results for 500-mb geostrophic scalar wind
speed between Peterson and Horn (1977) and the present
study.

Nimbus-6 Nimbus-6 Nimbus-6
minus RW minus FM minus RW
(12 GMT) (00 GMT) (avg)

avg std. dev. avg std. dev. avq std. dev.

8/18/75 -i.0* 3.5 -0.7 3.8 - -

8/19/75 -0.4 3.5 -2.2 5.0 - -

8/20/75 -0.4 3.7 -0.1 3.9 - -

Caribbean .- 3 5.5

Central U.S. - .- 0.5 7

Western U.S. - - - - 0 9

Canada .- 0.5 8

*Units are m s- 1.

c. Cross sections

The locations of the cross sections for the four regions used in

this study are illustrated in Figs. 1 through 4. Each figure of

cross sections presented contains three parts: 1) a cross section

derived from rawinsonde data; 2) a cross section derived from satel-

) lite data; and 3) a cross section of differences expressed as

satellite values minus rawinsonde values. As in the case of the

vertical difference profiles and the constant-pressure charts, positive

differences indicate that satellite values are higher than rawinsonde
values. In some cases, the patterns evident in the cross sections

of differences have an obvious relation to the synoptic conditions or

some other feature of the region involved. In many other cases,

however, there is no obvious relation between the difference patterns

and any characteristic of the atmosphere or surface of the particular

region.

4.
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1. Temperature-related variables

The flatness of the temperature field in the Caribbean region is

perhaps better illustrated in the cross section of temperature for

the region (Fig. 30) than in the constant-pressure charts for

temperature shown previously.

Noteworthy in this cross section is the difference in indicated

height of the tropopause, with the satellite data indicating a some-

what lower altitude than the rawinsonde data in the northern part of

the section. This is probably an effect of vertical smoothing in

the satellite data. Quantitative differences are quite small through

most of the section, with negative values predominating in the lowest

layers and positive valueu aloft. The presence of relatively large

differences near the tropopause is no longer unexpected. Tnere are

no other obvious patterns in the difference section.

The cross section of temperature for the central United States

region (Fig. 31) shows the front in the northern part of the section

to be relatively weak in terms of temperature contrast in the rawin-

sonde data, and weaker in the satellite data. This makes the front

difficult to locate in the satellite cross section, but neither type

of data locates the front except as being somewhere in a broad zone

of baroclinity. In this region only, the front was located by use

of individual rawinsonde soundings, and the frontal position so ob-

tained was also used with the satellite data. In the other regions,

structural features were diagnosed from rawinsonde and satellite data

independently. One feature of the difference cross section is the

presence of negative differences through most of the troposphere in
&

the air south of the front. A layer of positive differences (satel-

* lite too high) is present just under the tropopause in both air

masses, as a result of the vertical smoothing.

The temperature cross section for Canada (Fig. 32) traverses a

segment of the same polar front as in the central United States but

is located farther north and is, therefore, closer to the low-pressure

center. The region of baroclinity near the center of the section

indicates the frontal position with equal definition in both

j . .
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rawinsonde and satellite data. The tropopause is well-defined in t
both types of data for both air masses. In this region, smoothing in

the satellite data does not significantly worsen the depiction of

synoptic features, i.e., the front and tropopauses, as compared to

rawinsonde data. This may be partly a result of the increased

smoothing necessary in gridding the sparsely-spaced rawinsonde sound-

ings. In the difference cross scction, negative differences pre-

dominate in the mid-troposphere (700 to 350 mb) in the polar air

while positive differences predominate in those layers in the air

south of the front. Weinreb (1977) found that differences in tempera-

ture between satellite and rawinsonde measurements are associated with

differences in mixing ratio as measured by the two systems. When

the air is measured to be too dry, the temperature is found to be

too low, and vice versa. This difference cross section, combined with

that for mixing ratio (discussed later), exhibits this correspondence

across the front.

The temperature cross section for the western United States

region, shown in Fig. 33, depicts an area of baroclinity in the

northern one-third of the section in both types of data, but

particularly in the satellite data. There is also a change in

indicated tropopause height in both types of data near 45'N.

Hence, there is some evidence for a weak front located north of

the center of the section. This explanation is supported by the

cloud pattern present in the satellite picture at 2015 GMT; however,

a front has not been included in the analysis due to its uncertainty

of position. In the difference cross section for this region, as in

Canada, there are negative values in the mid-troposphere in the

northern half of the section, with a slight tendency toward positive

values from 300 to 570 mb near the southern end, although the pattern

A* is not as clear as in the difference cross section for Canada.

Negative differences are quite large at 850 mb and in a shallow layer

above that level, and negative differences are dominant below about

400 mb. Many of the mountains of this region extend above 850 mb,

however, so that temperature or difference values near that level

may not be representative of the atmosphere.
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Cross sections with weak baroclinic zones in temperature show the

same zones to be slightly more baroclinic in potential temperature for

both rawinsonde and for satellite data. As an example of this, the

potential temperature cross section for Canada is shown in Fig. 34.

The regions of baroclinity just north of the front are slightly more

emphasized than they are in temperature (Fig. 32), as is the change in

vertical gradient at the tropopause. This is due to the nature of the

definition of potential temperature. As with temperature, there are

negative differences in the difference cross section north of the front,

and positive differences in the mid-troposphere south of the front.

Vertical smoothing in the satellite data causes temperature

lapse rates to begin decreasing at a lower level than in rawinsonde

data, so that temperature differences should be positive (satellite

values too high) just below the rawinsonde-indicated tropopause.

Temperature lapse rate differences should be negative in those

layers. This effect is illustrated in the cross sections of temperature

lapse rate for the central United States region shown in Fig. 35.

Here, in the air mass south of the front, the satellite decrease

begins lower than the rawinsonde decrease, so that differences below

the tropopause are negative. The tropopause in the tropical air mass,

which is south of the front and occupies most of the region, is above

200 mb, so that differences should approach maximum negative values

near that level, This was also shown in Fig. 5b, the vertical

difference profile for temperature in the central United States region.

The cross section of differences shows that differences are

fairly small throughout the section, and tend to be aligned in horizon-

tal layers. This is reasonable, since the variation of lapse rate

within any given air mass is fairly small, so that differences will

be horizontally consistent.

In the western United States region, the cross section of

differences in lapse rate (Fig. 36) again shows negative values below

the rawinsonde-indicated tropopause in the northern end of the section,

• but shows positive differences at that level near the southei1i end

due to the indications of a double tropopause in that area in the

rawinsonde data which are not present in the satellite data. The same
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vertical smoothing is present as in the other regions. The indication

of a change in the level of the tropopause in the northern third of

the section in the satellite data is better defined than the same

feature in the rawinsonde data.

Fig. 37, which shows the cross section of temperature lapse rate

for Canada, indicates the change in tropopause level and air mass

structure across the front. Vertical smoothing in the satellite data

is not detrimental to the definition of either the front or the

tropopause in this region, a fact that may be due in part to the greater

contrast across the polar front at this point than was present farther

south in the central United States region where the contrast was weak

and the front difficult to locate in both types of data. The dif-

ference cross section shows that in this region there is a contrast

not only in lapse rate values but also in the differences across the

front. In the 500-300-mb layer, differences are positive south of

the front and negative north of the front, an effect of the lower

tropopause in the polar air. Also, the 500- and 700-mb lapse rate

differences are negative in the air south of the front and positive

in the air north of the front.

Cross sections of horizontal temperature gradient are showa in

Figs. 38 and 39 for the western United States and Canada regions,

respectively. The former shows maximum values near 700 mb and

above 200 mb in the northern third of the section, corresponding

to the location of the weak front which may be present. These

features are similrly defined in the satellite data as was the case

with temperature and lapse rate of temperature. In Canada, the

cross section of horizontal gradient of temperature shows a column

of maximum values in the center of the section corresponding to the

location of the front, and generally small values elsewhere. There is

* a minimum in gradient values at 250 mb, the location of the jet maxi-

mum which will be mentioned later. This cross section in satellite

data corresponds well with the rawinsonde section and with the

synoptic situation. Differences are largest just behind the front in

the mid-troposphere where satellite gradients underestimate rawin-
-1sonde gradients by near 10oc (1000 kin) at 300 nib. This is expected

4 ....
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because of the horizontal smoothing in the satellite soundings which

represent an area approximately 300 km on a side. )

2. Moisture-related variables

Cross sections of dew-point temperature for the Caribbean,

central United States, and Canada are shown in Figs. 40, 41, and 42,

respectively. At the time of the satellite pass, there is a circular

region of cloudiness over eastern Cuba in the Caribbean, and some

clouds located just south of the western end of that island.

Examination of the rawinsonde sounding locations versus those of the

satellite for the area near Cuba (Fig. 1) shows that rawinsonde

measurements for grid points in that area come from soundings in

southern Florida. The cross section for this region passes over

western Cuba. The rawinsonde data show a moisture maximum near and

just below 350 mb and a second maximum at 700 mb, both located near the

center of the section. The 500-mb level shows little horizontal change

through that part of the section. In the satellite data, however, the

moisture maxima in the lower and middle troposphere are joined

together and include the 500-mb level. Hence, there are relatively

large differences between satellite and rawinsonde data at 500 mb in

this region. Some of this difference probably is due to the

sparseness of the rawinsonde soundings in the region.

The cross section of rawinsonde dew point for the central United

States region shows a moisture increase across the front from north

to south associated with pre-frontal shower activity, and fairly

strong contrast across the front. The satellite section indicates

much less contrast across the front with greatly smoothed patterns.
)

Differences are lai est where the rawinsonde gradients are largest.

bThe frontal position is difficult to locate on the basis of the

satellite dew-point cross section alone, but with prior knowledge

of the approximate location, it is possible to place a front on the

satellite dew-point cross section. Without such knowledge, however,

it would be difficult to locate this front on either the satellite cross

section of temperature or the satellite cross section of dew-point

temperature.
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In Canada the cross section of dew-point temperature shows a

strong contrast across the front with little contrast near the surface

and just below 500 mb. The satellite section shows qmoothed patterns,

although it is possible to place a front on the section. At 850

and 700 mb, as in the constant-pressure charts for this variable,

there is little contrast across the front. There are negative values

in the difference cross section in the polar air, which is consistent

with the negative temperature differences (Fig. 32) and the

relationship between temperature and moisture measured by satellite

that was found by Weinreb (1977).

Fig. 43 shows cross sections of mixing ratio for Canada with

good indications of both the polar and arctic fronts near the surface

in both types of data. Near the polar front on the surface the

satellite indicates too little moisture in the tropical air mass

and too much in the polar air mass. Near the arctic front, the

difference changes sign and becomes negative at approximately the

mid-point between the two fronts. The sign changes once again at the

arctic front, so that there are indications of too little moisture

southward and too much moisture northward of the front relative to

rawinsonde data. This is an effect of smoothing in the satellite

data, and is not seriously detrimental to the usefulness of the

satellite data in this region.

Cross sections of equivalent potential temperature for the

central United States and Canada are shown in Figs. 44 and 45,

respectively. There is a great degree of similarity between the

rawinsonde patterns for the two regions and between the satellite

patterns for the two regions. The difference in air mass

structure and stability is shown in both types of data for these

regions which depict different segments of the same polar front.

Both types of data show good contrast across the front. This appears

to be a reliable variable to examine from satellite data for

depiction of frontal contrasts between air masses. Differences in

equivalent potential temperature measurements are largest

near the surface, where the largest differences in moisture measure-

ment occur.

=° -.
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3. Wind

Cross sections of wind used in this study are taken from

appropriate sets of grid points on constant-pressure charts at

mandatory levels. This is the same procedure that was used in con-

structing cross sections of gridded data for other variables. These

cross sections represent the spatial distribution of the variable and

are not dependent on the orientation of the cross section.

Wind values, therefore, are not to be taken as an estimate of the wind

normal to the cross section, but as indications of the spatial dis-

tribution of wind in the x- or y-direction which may be at some non-

perpendicular angle to the cross section.

A cross section of the observed wind (v-component) for Canada

is shown in Fig. 46 along with the cross sections of the v-component

of the actual geostrophic wind and the satellite geostrophic wind.

These show quite good agreement as to location of the jet core, with

the geostrophic values being higher than the observed values, as is

expected in a cyclonic circulation system such as the one in this

region. The frontal position is defined equally well in both types

of data.

A similar set of cross sections for the u-component wind in the

western United States region is presented in Fig. 47. The observed

wind shows an extension of higher velocities southward from the

north end of the section associated with the baroclinity which was

indicated beneath those levels in the cross sections of horizontal

* temperature gradient and temperature. The geostrophic wind shows a

maximum core at the southern extreme of the observed tongue of higher

velocities, and another maximum associated with the tropopause

d south of the center of the section. This second core is more pro-

nounced in the satellite data, and is an area of large differences

between rawinsonde and satellite winds in this region.

d. Summary of results

ii For temperature and variables which depend only on temperature,

there is a strong correspondence between rawinsonde and satellite

-- - . .- . -
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data. Temperature differences are significant only in regions of

strong vertical or horizontal gradients. In cro5s sections and con-

stant-pressure charts, the satellite data yield similar patterns to

rawinsonde data, except that frontal contrasts are somewhat

smoothed so that gradients behind fronts are not quite as strong in
the satellite data. The temperature pattern from satellite data will

show enough detail, however, that a reasonable location for a front

can be found. This location may be inadequate for mesoscale purposes

but is probably adequate for the synoptic scale. Satellite and

rawinsonde values show differences of smallest magnitude in low-

gradient situations such as in the Caribbean region in this study.

Vertical lapse rate of temperature shows good correspondence with

the synoptic situation and small differences from rawinsonde data

in all regions. Horizontal temperature gradient near a front

corresponds best in terms of patterns in situations of strong gradient,

and best in terms of magnitudes in situations of weaker gradient.

In the Canada and Caribbean regions, where satellite soundings are

substantially more densely spaced than rawinsonde stations, the

satellite data perform well enough to indicate large-scale features.

For dew-point temperature and other measurements of moisture,

the satellite soundings present a smoothed version of rawinsonde

soundings. In the case of frontal contrasts, the smoothing is

severe enough to cause difficulty in locating fronts in satellite data.t
Mixing ratio patterns seem most able to locate fronts near the

surface, and equivalent potential temperature, which combines
temperature and moisture measurements, is shown to be a good variable
for distinguishing between air masses in the regions of the central

United States and Canada. Examination of dew point itself seems to

yield poor results in terms of the depiction of frontal contrasts and

in terms of quantitative differences between satellite and rawinsonde

values.

Geopotential height computed from satellite temperature

measurements shows fairly small differences near the surface and in

the lower layers of the atmosphere, with differences between4 satellite and rawinsonde measurements increasing to significant

1 " , 7777'
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magnitudes in the upper levels. In the lower and middle troposphere,

some of the differences between observed and satellite-derived

geopotential height are due to the use of a constant set of 21

pressure levels, rather than significant levels which change from

sounding to sounding and depend on the characteristics of the

sounding. There is, however, a significant portion of the difference

in geopotential height measurements that is due to temperature dif-

ferences between the two types of data. While profiles of differences

in geopotential height changed shape and magnitude from one region to

another, differences in geostrophic wind remained approximately

the same between regions. Large differences in wind occurred in

places where the satellite data indicated a second wind maximum core

that was not present in the rawinsonde data. This is a recurring

problem with satellite geopotential height measurements, i.e.,

secondary maxima of geostrophic wind are also found by other investi-

gators in places where such maxima are not indicated in rawinsonde

data (Arnold et al., 1976).

Vertical difference profiles of most variables in the western

United States and central United States regions are similar in shape

and magnitude. The central United States region contains a front

that was strong enough to be analyzed on National Weather Service

charts, while the western United States has no analyzed front,

although cross sections and constant-pressure charts show

indications of the presence of a weak front in that region.

Magnitudes of differences for variables in the Caribbean were

smaller than those in the other regions due to the small gradients

of meteorological variables in that region. Differences in Canada were

similar in magnitude to those for the United States regions, but

different in shape due to the different air mass (polar) which

covered most of the region.

4
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Major conclusions reached in this study are:

1) Satellite-derived temperatures are not of desired accuracy for

large-scale synoptic analysis although general patterns may be

determined.

2) The satellite measurements of dew-point temperature are smoothed

to such an extent that location of frontal zones and diagnosis of

features on anything but a large scale is difficult.

3) The variables that seem to distinguish frontal structure and

differences between air masses are the equivalent potential temperature,

temperature, and lapse rate of temperature.

4) Differences in the accuracy with which geopotential height can be

computed from satellite data do not affect the computations of

geostrophic wind, so that differences in calculated winds are fairly

consistent in the four regions considered.

q
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Further research into the uses and capabilities of satellite-

derived atmospheric soundings should be concerned with improving

computations of wind and moisture distributions. While the temperature

is sensed quite well by atmospheric sounders, as is evidenced by this

as well as other studies, the moisture distribution is not measured

as well, and this is an important meteorological parameter. Improvements

in both the hardware on board the satellite and the software used for

calculating temperature and moisture soundings from satellite-measured

radiances are in the offing, and future research should be centered

around the resulting data.

.-.
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